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ABSTRACT

This is a study of organizational structure and managem ent approaches in
relation to employees' job satisfaction. The research was conducted at supervisor and
general staff levels of TA Orange Thailand. The organizational cultures in this
organization are based on the co-option of role and power culture coordi nation of
multinational organizational s

rce. Tne organizatl

i

~

conglomerate as it is a
ed to a distinctive

merger of a national and an international organization.
innovative management approach.

The stucf1 conducted focused on the reflections of the ne
culture and management approaches and its beneficial outcome relati1~ employees'
job satisfaction. !hese factors are correlated with study of two i ndepeutient variables,
organizational cult_ure and management approach and one de eJJdent variable,
employees' job satisfaction.

OMNIA

*

It was found that in the ~ses of employees' perception on organizational
structure_ and role culture the acceptance was high. However, in the case of power
culture the distribution was variable concerning decision-making. The overall
assumption is that the workers are only in moderate agreement with the system with
regards to salary, type of work, work situation and job satisfaction.
This work is implemented as a step in the directi on for building a better coordination and understanding of the work situation in the- organization for future
development.

..
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CHAPTER 1
GENERALITIES OF THE STUDY

1.1 Introdu ction of the studv
Nowadays, communication is very impo1tant l;leca e peo ple need to get
information to get in touch with the fast moving business, education, technol ogy,
news and life style. Mobile phone is one kind of technology tha\ is invented to
facilitate people to communicate. It is convenient for people wh<D have mobil e
phone while. th,_ey are traveling. They do not have to won-y if something should
happen and they are not at home or at the office. People can stttl Js.eep in touch.
Mobile phone is becoming a necessity in our lives. The need of having
mobile as a necessary faci lity makd the mobile market.expand. The mobile phone
industry grows year after year.

The mobile phone companies such as Nokia,

Ericsson and Motorola come out with new products every two or three months and
the competition in this business is very high and it makes the price of the mobi le
phone lower than it used to be.
The mobile phone industry has seen the fastest consumer-adoption rate
in the history of technology. Global adoption of the PC took 16 years to reach 50
million users, whereas it has taken only 5 years for the same number of users to

adopt G SM (Global System for Mobile Co mmunication). (Department o f Tracie
and Industry, United Kingdo m, 1999)
Mobi le

phone

already

conn ections in several regions.

outnumbers

wired

telecommunication

In developing and emerging markets, mob ile

phones are often the onl y fo rm of access to modern commu ni cations fo r the
majority of the populatio n. For example, Cambodia, 79 percent of all telepho nes
arc mobile and 50 percent of t he phone in Chil e and Iceland are mob ile
(International

Telecommunication Union, 2001)

teleco mmunications are expected to dominate

th~

The worldwide

mo bi le

market by 2005 (Gartn er

Dataquest, 200 I
In Asta, mobile phone is becoming a fashion

r young peop le

especi ally college students. The market for mobile phone accessories is quite big
because people change the accessories all the time. Regional deimand was highest
in Asia/Pacif1e, w,here Chinese Lunar New Year promotions a1}d heavy, unoffici al
termi nal subsidies jn the Korean market served as cataixsts for a strong sellthrough (Ann Liang, it\dustry

analy~~th

the Mobile Co1npiunications W o rldw ide

research group for Gartner Dataques1 in A&.ia1J>acifi c)
In 200 1 new mobile phone subscriptions m Thailand exceeded 3.5
milli o n; even g reater growth is anticipated in 2002 .

To service t his g rowmg

number of subscribers there are several network providers, though the market is
domi nated by Advance Info Service (AIS) and Total Access Communi catio n
(TAC), with AIS holding over 60% market share. Currently there are 2 maj or

players in Thai land, AIS (the market leader), and OT AC. Together the duopoly
owns abo ut 90% of the ma rket share.

~

.l

The most significant developments in the telecommunications sector in
Thailand include the enactment of several laws relating to the liberalization of
telcc01nmunications services in Thailand and the privatization of state-owned
enterprises. Under a commitment with the World Tracie Organization, Thailand
must open its services market by 2006. This means that by no later than the year
2006, direct foreign competition could take place in the Thai telecommunications
market. Several U.S. and foreign companies such as Nynex/Bell Atlantic of the
United States, SingTel of SinsaJ?ore, l'felekon1

'\.'(Sia, and Telenor of No1way,

have begun investi;1g and participating in the ma agei;irent of several existing
telecommuni cations service operators in Thailand (US Department of State
FY200 I Country Commercial Guide)

In the global relationship, due to the economy of ou 1tries and the
economic situations nowadays, there have been many mergers and joint ventures
emerging bas d q_n necessity and requirements of the situation . Competitiveness
initiates the need for efficiency in the field. Organizations also require diversity in
order to obtain organizatioQaJ devetopment and pas.if ve advantages. A stagnant
organization is a deficit organization. It is, therefore, imperative that organizational
changes be implemented. As the world shrinks with the advent of globalization,
effective and efficient communication has also become inevitability.
On the national level , the concepts of management and organization are
somewhat different as cross-cultural differences, in many cases, create problem s
and barriers. Many local companies in times of national economic depression
when faced with business slumps seek mergers with international counterparts.
This is also constructed when the need or desire for greater development or growth

4

emerges. However, each country has its own norms, beliefs and values based on its
cultural aspects. When exposed to the differences, both international and national
partners often face argumentat ive misunderstandings in not knowing or not trying
to know the differences in these cultural aspects. Many a misunderstand ing leading
to disintegration of mergers or joint ventures stem from thi s fact. It is a matter of
great importance to realize the requirements of this nature.
When internationals and nationals meet on local level work basis, a
'e/ ba(rier is often the first cause fo r

the inability in obtaining

tlsfaction in communicative ? PV/oach. Similarly, work

norms based on 1f fferent views and objectives at times prove to be another
stumbling blqck. Perspective approach to problems or situation , ed on different
understandiAg "'V.lith regards to cultural objectivity could
problematic, A

a.ts

overall cultural shock on both parties concern

prove to be
would be next

co ncern s are of utmost importance in the face of good management.
As people fro m differen\_.cultura.!, groups tab~

9!1
.., the exciting challenge

of working together, cultural values sometifoes .conflict.

We can misunderstand

each other and react in ways that can hinder what are otherwise promising
partnerships. Oftentimes, we are not even aware that culture is acting upon us.
Sometimes, we are not even aware that we have cultural values or assumptions that
are different from others.
With our globa lly interdepende nt economy, it is imperative to
understand our world trade pa1t ners.

But persons working .internationally and

participating in these intercultural expenences have learned that th ere are many
problems when working or living in a foreign environment.

Background of Mobile Phone lndushy in Thailand

Thailand's telecom sector falls under the Mini stry of Transport and
Comrnunications. There are three state enterprises involved in telecom:
1.

The

Telephone

Organization

of Thailand

(TOT),

which

handles

1 ? .cent countries.
2.

of Thailand ) 'AT), w hich provides
telephone services to other countrieS' as well as runni ng the

3.

anddlihnagernent of satellite and radio frequencies
respv filities.

~

J/lj~~

-so,

LABOR

*v41

Backgroun d of TA Orange

TA Orange is

its many

~
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t~ m111f11W'il.~ ~unication

Service, or WCS.

Although it happened in another time and another place, a look at the company' s
history may help form an understanding of the Thai media ' s cynicism and need to
mobile operators to "walk the walk" when it comes to delivering services.

Many media remember the big talk and promises of Th ai land's mobi le
sector in the early nineties, before the economic collapse. This prior experience
may explain their need for factual, practical information that proves the operator is

for real.

This short history also shows just how closely Thailand's mobile

operators are intertwined.
The story begins with Total Access Communication (TAC) entering the
cellular phone market in 199 1 after submitting a winning proposal to the CAT.
TAC, which enjoyed an extremely close relationship with the CAT, convinced it to
help the comp any acquire the 1800 MHz spectrum from the frequency management
board. TAC was awarded one of the world's largest spans of radio frequencies,
almost 100 MHz.
In the mid-nineties, the government was raftip • a new rad io frequ ency
law under which unu ed bandwidth would be returned to the government to be reallocated for tie maximum benefit of the Thai public.
'Fo avoid po1tions of its vast bandwidth from being GD.Dfiscated under

the new law, Tf\C received the CAT's blessing to sell two 12.6
the 1800 MH~ band-one portion to International Engineeri!JS

MHz

portions of

o mpany (lEC);

and the other portion to a company called Sama1t, which had Telekom Malaysia as
a partner.

~I

l"'C 1

The deal was wide1y criticiz

C)AO

d aiift' considered as the first time, a licence

has been awarded by a private firm . TAC claimed the deal should be called a
"rights transfer", an arrangement unprecedented anywhere in the world.

CAT

sided with TAC.

IEC received CAT approval to operate a PCN 1800 MHz mobile
network through a new subsidiary called WCS .

With its chunk of spectrum,

Samart started up Digital Phone Company (DPC), now under the ShinGroup
umbrella.

7

Under the deal with TAC, WCS would pay to sub-license TAC's
concession frequencies, as well as use its roaming network and rent capacity und er
a network sharing contract. WCS also planned to build its own network . !EC
would hold a 70% stake in WCS, with TAC holding 15% and the CAT as another

shareholder. WCS had to pay 70 percent of airtime revenue and 30 percent of
monthly fees to TAC.
WCS embarked on its new business as Thailand,s economy was clearly
headi ng for a recession .

Th~qmp 1

eJq? 'enc ....

management and finan cial

crisis resulti ng in ~hutMown of its operations in 1t)97 ps Thailand's eco nomy

wps

collapsed.

ad pulled up tremendous debts including narketing fees,
a~

royalty fees to

WCS could not meet CAT's revenue sharingi

d operating

equipment c< stp, and payment to TAC for the radio frequency
CAT.

conditions. it

-

cession was terminated As a c~ditor and a shareholder in WCS.

TAC stepped in to take control of the company~N< rt let WCS go dormant and
transferred WCS subs

~ers

to its Pi\¥ll s~vi c~ }EC was

Meanwhile, TAC ai4

1

~

~

Fi

, out of the picture.

N UCOM were also in serious

financial trouble. UCOM had to sell WCS to relieve its own debt burden and try to
make a profit before the government reclaimed WCS' unused portion of the 1800
MHz frequency .

TAC negotiated with four potential buyers.

The spectrum

allocation and concession would be a valuable asset for any company interested in
the mobile phone business.
In February 2000, CP Group emerged as the new owner of WCS in a
three billion Baht deal for 97.25% of the moribund company 's shares. CP Group ' s

8

TelecomAsia subsidiary had previously lost a bid for a mobile phone concession.
WCS was a natural extension of the group's telecom plans.
CP Group founded the Bangkok Inter Teletech Co., Ltd. (BOTCO) as

Cl

holding company for WCS. After a selection process for a strategic partner, C'P
Group chose Orange SA, which acquired 34% of BlTCO in September 2000.
Orange SA subsequently increased its shareholding to 49%

TA Orange's vision is to create a pioneering, wirefree' future where
people can oomtnunicate wherever, whenever and however they wish.

The

company wi 11

·ver the superior coverage, quality, value and service represented

with CP grou

atjd Telecom Asia

TA Orange will offer uni91ue integrated

products and services to the Thai market.
TA Orange ha

ver l ,8QQ ,'SJ:affc-a(lrl

~J11e

of bei l.f1re on the contract

jobs and sorne are the Orange SA en1tJlo ee •
by the U.K. headquarters.

1.2 Research Objectives

The objective of this paper was to explore possible work place and
situations occurs within the organization concerning organizational cultures and
management approaches created by the changes brought about by a merger of a
national and an international organization that form a new organizat ional culture.

9

The study proved that the organizational culture and management
approaches can cause the employees' job satisfaction.

l.3 Statement of the problem
This study concentrated on relationship of role cu lture, power culture,
management approaches and employees' job satisfaction:

A case study of T A

Orange Thailand.

res in t erms of

3. Is there a

terms of

gnificant relationship between role culture and ~sat is facti on, m

~
v~

··t:~-so,

-

a.

Pay

b.

Co-work~

c.

Type of work

*
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4. Is there a significant relationship between power culture and job sat isfaction, in
terms of
a.

Pay

b.

Co-workers

c.

Type of work

5. ls there a significant relationship between management by object ives and jo b
satisfaction, in terms of

10

a.

Pay

b. Co-workers

c. Type of work
6. Is there a significant relationship between performance management and job
satisfaction, in terms of
a.

Pay

b. Co-workers
c. Type of work

1.4 Scope of the research
The research focused on the study of two independent variables and one

dependent variable. Organizational culture, management approachp are those of
two variables an employees ' job satisfaction is the dependent vanable. The target
respondents mostly were staff and supervisory level officials.
The questionnaire was lay1tcl1ed to the rewqndents at TA Orange head
office on Rama IV only.

1.5 Limitations of the Research
The respondents may not give full attention on the questionnaire
because it does not have direct effect on their jobs.
The respondent may deviate the answering the questionnaire since they
do not want to reveal their true perceptions.

MBA
St. Gabriel's Library, Au
3351~)
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1.6 Significance of the Study
It is the aim of this study to elaborate and profile the irnportance of the
benefits of the realization and understanding of organizational cu lture and the
managem ent approaches. The belief is that it would be helpful for people in the
organization to have a better understanding of how organizational cultures are
formed and how it influence people in the organization toward the organization
effectiveness and the difficulties encountered when exposed to working with
nationals not of their own cu ~lll1e
as much knowledge o

1 MIO

r.he situations to people

oth · side and outside the

organization. lt would be an effon to provide insid e information regarding the
importance Qf being aware of the organizational culture' management
approaches because these are the causes that

afD

organ izational

D

effectivenessr
Thi S:

will

re~earch

would benefit the management of TA

use the deta ils from this research and find the suitable management approaches to

fit their employees and the orgctniz;atiqJL

TA

Oraog~is

operating in a highly

competitive industry and if 'the m'anagement aoe not realize the impact of job
satisfaction, many capable workers will leave to join competitive firms. Human
resources department, which has a direct concern on employees, can also use the
gathered data as information for further development of the organization and staff

St. Gabriefs Library, Au
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1. 7 Definition of Terms
Organizational Culture is the values, beliefs, perspectives that brought up by the

president or the leader of the organization so that people in the organizat ion can
share the same values. (Buono, I 98 5)
Role culture is the environment of an organization that each emp loyee 1s

controlled by the role, position or expectation of the company.
Power culhu·e is the organization that the superior tell subordinate w hat t o do and

~\\JER

when to do.

Jr

I culture is the shared pattfn: t,lJeliefs, assu mptions,
and expectations

1

I by the organizational member (Buono, 1985)

"'

Objective or , rrizational culture is the artifacts created by an er~1 izati o n. For

instance, Di~ Equipment Corporation's modular or open-offic€f£_onfiguratio n

of another into a productive w hole through the petfect appli cat ion of t he di vision of
labor.

*

*

It goes furthe· ~ i,: e&!-~W'c~e ~g<(J iona! J:l n~fii ciency needs of the

organization with the very

?u~e: i

ftj

°'eds~; y~incumbent. (Drucker, 1983 )

Performance Management is an ongoing communication pro cess, undertaken in

partnership, between an employee and his or her immediate superviso r that
involves establishing clear expectations and understanding about the jo b to be
done. (Bacal, 1999)
Job Satisfaction is an attitude people have about their jobs. T he facto rs invo lve

job satisfaction are pay, promotion oppo1tunities, co-workers and job security.
(Matteson, 1999)

Pedonnance appraisal is the feedback the manager makes to assess the progress
that the employee has made toward the goals. (Baca!, 1999)
Performance measurement is the process of collects, process and distributes da ta
and infimnation to allow for an effective execution of the oth er sub-process. (De
Wall, 2001)
Type of work (nature of work) is the extent to which job tasks are conside red
interesting and provide opportunities for learning and accepting responsibility.

Equitable r ewards is pay that is $een

~

fair

b as~d

on job demands, individual

skill level, and community pay standards, satisfaction is likely to result.
(lvancevich, 1999)

DS

*
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CHAPTER2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATlJRE
The human society is based on the formation and the application of the

distinctive values, which ar~
concerned are abidin . lt

d

'\2

11."'nent in which the people

matter of opinion to wl m it

ationship to which it may have to abide.

ay be concerned a nd

~nay be seen

in the

theory stated b

Q.
and Theories Related to Organizational

Culture ~

is a distinctly human capacity for adapting to

rei.lmstances and

(::>

transmitting this coping ski~I and knowledge to subsequent generations.

Culture

sens~~10 they are of belor~in_z, of h~\~~eTshould behave, and
'?~ S1 ~CE
6Y
°'
of what they should be doing.~~~ku kftifi
a~r, morale, and productivity
gives people a

1

ot

at work and includes values and patterns that influence company attitudes and
action. (Trompenaars, 1993)
Culture is the way of life of a group of people. It is the complex whole,
which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, customs, and any other capabilities
and habits acquired by man as a member of society. (Robbins, 1998)
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Organizatio n culture is a system of publi cly and collecti vely accepted
meanings operating for a given group at a given time. This system of terms, forms,
categories and images interprets a people's own situatio n to themselves. (Pettigrew,
1979)

Organizati onal culture is a system of s hared meaning held by members
th at distingui shes the organization from other organi zations. (Becker, 1982)
Organi zational culture is the shared pattern of beli efs, assumptions and
expectations held by organi_t:ati0n l membet>S ..a,ud their characteristic way of
perceiving the organizatio '<f artifacts and envirom ent a1 d its norms, roles and
values as they ex i~to-utside the individual. (Buono, 1985)

/

O rganizational culture refers to the knowledge me11bers of a given
group are thought to more or less share; knowledge of the so1t that

rs said to inform,

ernbed, shape, and account fo r the routine and not-so-routine activities of the
members of the culture. (Maanen, 1988)
O rg!nizational Culture is an environm ent

or personality of an

o rganization, with all its ;nultifaceted dimensions. (Sherriton, 1997)
Cu lture gives people a s~nse ;;::-o 1aentity, whether m natio ns o r
co rporations, especially in terms of human behavior and values to be encouraged.
People need to know and understand about culture because it provides insig ht into
people.

Cultural insights are helpful in the study of comparative management

techniques, so that we beco me less culture bound in our approach to management
practi ce.

./
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In analyzing the culture of an organization or group, Schein ( 1985)
states that it is important to distinguish among three fondamental levels at which
culture manifests itself: ( l) observable artifacts such as physica l layout, dress code,
the way people relate to each other, company records, statement of ph il osophy, and
reports; (2) values, norms, philosophy, and ideology and (3) basic underl ying
assumptions about the organization's relationship to its envi ronment, the nature of
reality and tmth, the nature of human nature, the nature of human activity and the

Visible but oft'1 undecipherable

~
Greater level of awa-reuess

D
Taken for

*

VINCIT

Figure 2.1 Schein's thre@l) evels of culture A
Source: Mary Jo Hatch, ~~1iiatRMTheFa1Jy? f9'97<.tt~

grante~is ible

*

~,,,d'l !!9@

For the three levels as mentioned, every detail needs to be observed and
study because they are all important factors that use to identify the organizati on
cultures. Every organization definitely has a different culture, but it contains details
such as artifacts, values, norms and human relationship as mentioned in figure 2.1.
As culture is a central factor that influences the ways in whi ch peopl e act
and interact in a given society, indigenous cultures evo lve over time in
organizations that affect individual and group behavior in pred ictable though subtle
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ways. Similar to societal culture, organizational culture is al so impl icit ly diffused
and it is a pervasive and powerful force in shaping behavior. Moreover, although
there are multiple definitions and uses of the concept at the organizational level ,

there is still the integrative theme of custom. This holds an organizati on together
through traditional ways of carrying out organizational responsibil it ies, unique
patterns of beliefs and expectations, which emerge over time and the resulting,
shared understandings of reality at given points in time.

conveying core
,·;i]ucs

Core culture
Core values

•

Beliefs about the
right ways to behave

v
)'t~66J~C E "6 9 ,.
~J~,~~ ap(! 0t

s~n~s ie!iM~ng
core values

Fi}.,'lirc 2.2 Levels of organizational culture
Source: John R. Schermerhorn, Jr., Management (seventh edition), 2002, 1>p. 48

Schermerhorn (2002) has adapted the work of Schein and explain about
levels of organizational culture into four levels, which are stories, symbols, rites an d
rituals and heroes. But each organization must have core cu lture before splitting
into four levels.
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To distinguish different organizational cultures, Trompenaars (1993)
used equality-hierarchy and orientation to the person-orientation to the task to
define four types of corporate culture, which vary considerably in how they think
and learn, how they change and how they motivate, reward and resolve conflicts.
The four types can be described- as the family, the Eiffel tower, the
guided missile and the incubator. These four metaphors illustrate the relationship of
employees to their notion of the organization.

~ul:f't

~~

lmcnt-oriented
culture

culture

~

Q..
~

INCUBATOR

GUIDED MISSILl.

Person

Task

FAMILY

EIJ\FEL TOWE

*
p

Hierarchical

Tahlc 2.3 Corporate Images
Source: Fon Trompenaars, Riding the waves with cultures, 1993, pp. 140

Trompenaars
( 1993) uses metaphor family. for the culture, whi ch at the
.
same time personal, with close face-to-face relationships, but also hierarchical, in
the sense that the father of the family has experience and authority greatly
exceeding tho se of his children, especially where these are young . The result is a
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power-oriented corporate culture in which the leader is regarded as a caring father
who knows better than his subordinate what should be done and what is good for
them . Rather than being threatening, this type of power is essentially intimate and
benign.
The Eiffel Tower culture is abour bureaucracy. Its structure is more
important than its function . The hierarchy is very different from the family culture.
Each higher level has a clear and demonstrable function of holding together the
levels beneath it.

obliges them to

ork according to his or her instructions.

subordinates did not do

~

could not functi on. The boss in Eiffel Tower is only incidentally a

T e guided mi si le culture differs fro m both the fami ly and the Eiffel
Tower by

but differs also frorl] 1 tbJ i tnily and resembles the
SINCE 969 ol ~~.,
n l

n

·@ t

. The guided missile culture is

•
oriented to tasks, typically undertaken by teams or project groups.

They must do

whatever it takes to compl.ete a task, and what is needed is often unclear and may
have to be discovered.
The incubator culture is based on the existential idea that organizations
are secondary to the.fulfillment of indiv.iduals. The purpose of the culture is to free
individuals from routine to more creative activities and to minimize time spent on
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self-maintenance. The roles of people in the incubator are to criticize, develop, find
resources for and help to complete the innovative product or service.

The Uniqueness of Organizational Cultures

Deal

and Kennedy- (1990) staled that the differences between

organizations cultures exist primarily across industries rather than between
organizations in the same industry. For instance, formulate four general. corporate

success 1s efined by the ability to take risks and succeed. l

c ntrast, insurance

and utilit. companies, characterized by low risks and slor

edback, develop

(fl
"process"
your

, t res in which the ability to manage details is the eiy to success. "Bet

compa~cultures tend to evolve in high-lfsk, slow ~back industries, as

when aircraft

*

mamt~..&:turers literal! ~ "bet"

-VJt,~

to detail and ability to cop

*

the suc ~ s · dependent on an attention
SIN 1.....- E 1 9 6 9 at ~ 01
" G
• °"
periods of time. Finally, those

~

~g

industries with relatively low risks and quick feedback, representative of sales
organizations, develop "work hard/play hard" cultures where success depends on an
action orientation and a highly motivated employee population.

Objectives and Subjectives Organizational Culture

Organizations have both subjective and objective cultures.

Subjective

organizational culture refers to the shared patterns of beliefs, assumptions, and
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expectations held by organizational members, and the group ' s characteristic way of
perceiving the organization's environment and its values, norms, and roles as they
exist outside the individual.

This includes such things as organizational heroes,

myths and stories about the organization and its leadership, organizational taboos
and rites and ritual.
Subjective organizational culture also encompasses what may be termed
a managerial culture-the leadership styles and orientations, mental fr~meworks

Obje ( e organizational culture refers to the artifacts created by an

~

organizati o .

For instance, Digital Equipment Corporation'

office cofili

ration is objective (material) reflections of each organization's

culture.

physical settings, office locations and decor, a

Q..

S

fA

cars an o

~.

.

ization leases for its executives can

organization~

*
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Handy (1986) gives a definition to role culture as a bureaucracy. It is
controlled by procedures, role descriptions and authority definitions.
From the studies of Harrisson ( 1987) he mentioned that the whole
organization forms a pyramid shape. The higher the layer, the fewer people there
an~

Hierarchical divi sions are not the only ones; there are also departmental

distinctions. The work of making the product is done by manufacturing; the work
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of selling it by sales; the work of obtaining materials by purchasing; the work of
monitoring income and expenditure by accounting, and so on .
The word "role" , which is used of the culture in such a bu sines s, refers
to the way in which the occupant of each position in the firm is expected to act
There are usually job descriptions, rules and-- procedures to govern behavior, and
principles for fixing remuneration.

A role culture is one which emphasizes

conformity to expectations. It is common in government departments as well as
to be " bounded rational

large businesses.

Hand

( 1986) has reworked the work of Harn son and mentioned that

role cultur often referred to as a bureaucracy, it works by log ic and rationality. Its
pillars re resent functions and specialisms. Departmental fimctions are delineated

role descriptions and authority definitions. There are mechanisms
and rnles fo processi ng deci sions and resolvi ng conflicts. Matters aretaken up the
line to the

pedi~e

of the Doric structure where he ds of funct ions can define a
~ S NCE 969 ol ~
logical, rational and cor? @ a e e,sp · se. ,.. ieou
based on their ability to carry

1f

~re

out the functions satisfactory performance of role. Performance required is related
to role and functional position. Performance over and above role is not expected
and may disrupt.
Role culture tends to develop in a relatively stable environment.
lrnpor1ance is given to predictability, standardization and consistency. However,
the role culture may find it harder to adjust to change. Rules, procedures and tested
ways of doing things may no longer fit the circumstances.
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2.3 Definitions and Theory Related to Power Culture
Power cultures do not necessarily rely on brute force or engage in
criminal activities .

Pheysey (1993) mentioned Brimmer' s work (1995), which

described traditional Indian-family owned businesses in a way, which suggests they
had a recognized power culture.- The traditional joint family enterprise combined
the different enterprises of various family members under the superintendence of
the family head who was responsible for the social status and financial ~ell - being
of the family.
subservient.
based on habitS of deference to authority.
there is a
connected radically to all members of the organization.
organizations who se entrepreneurial sp irit is sustained by the
and links

:f" .rust and empathy between this person

As the
but these
are few rules and

The internal organization of a power culture is highly dependent on
trust, empathy and personal communication for its effectiveness. There are few
rules and little need for bureaucratic procedures, with control being exercised from
the center through the selection of key personnel and edict. The greatest strength of
power culture is its .abil ity to react quickl y, but its success largel y depend s on the
abilities of the person or people at the center. This culture is often tough, abrasive
and more interested in ends than the means used to attain them . Employees who are
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naturally political animals confident about the use of power and unconcerned about
tak ing risks or issues of job security wil l thrive in thi s environment. Failure to
rec ruit approp riate personn el may lead to low mora le, hi gh turnover in mi ddl e
management positions and decisive actio n to move in an in appropri ate strategic
direction .
An important influence on organizati onal behavior is culture, which is a
programmed way of seeing derived from beliefs and values. It is possible to say
th at Western and Eastern w~s of seei:ng differ, as do the cultures of different
nations.

2.4 Definitions and Theory Related to Perfo rmance Management

Pe'rfo mance management 1s an ongoing communrcation process,
undertaken in partnership, between an employee and his or her immediate
sup ervisor that i nvolves establishi ng clear expectations and und erstand ing about the
job to be done. (Baca!, 1999)

R
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Performance management can be defined as the process that enables an
organization to deliver a predictable coQ,trihutioA o sustained value creation. (De
Wall: 2001)
It is a system that has a number of parts, all of whi ch need to be included

if the perfo rmance management system is going to add value to the organization,
managers, and staff
Ju st li ke the managers, staffs need to understand the point of
perfo rmance management and, more specifically, how it is going to benefit them. If

St. (i-ahrfef's Librarv, Au

they don't understand that, they are unlikely to enter into partnership to make it
work.
P(~rfonnancc

Ma1rng<·ment CritcJ:i..n

Performance management shou !cl provide:

1. A means of coordinating work so that the goals and objectives ot' the
organization, units, and employees are aimed at the same bull's-eye.

2. A way to identify problems in processes that keep the organization from
becoming more effecti ve.
3. A way of d ocu menting .performance problems to help tJ1e company conform to
laws and gui delines,

to

discourage frivolou s lawsuits and grievances, and to serve

as evidence if n'ecessary.

4. Information for making decisions about promotio ns, emplo yee development
strategies, and trai ning.

5.

DS

Information so managers and supervisors can prevent problems, help staff do

their jobs, coordinate work, and report to their bosses in a co mpl ete, knowledgeable
way
6. A way for managers to work with ernpleyees to identify problem areas,
diagn·oses the causes, and takes action to eliminate the problem.
7. A means of coordinating the work of all the employees who report to the same
manager.
8. A method of providing regular, ongoing feedback to employees in a way that
supports their motivation.

9. A means of preventing mistakes by clari fy ing expectations, establi shing shared
understanding of what empl oyees can and ca nnot do on their own, and showing

l 0. A means of planning employee developm ent and training activities.
Performan ce managem ent according to Baca! ( 1999) aiming at the
organization, manager and employee to have the same understanding of
organizational goals and obj ectives so that they can have the same view and know
what should be done. When the manager wort< wit

~he

employees, he /she ca n

identify problem areas, dia-g noses the causes, and takes act-ion to elimin ate the
problem and it <lso hel ps to build up the relationship between manager and
employee

Perspectives on Performa nce Man agement

One o the things that writers on performance managefnent agree about
is that perto rmance management is difficult to defi ne. This is true, of many other
in itiatives, such as total qual ity management (fQM) apd business process reengineering (BPR).

Nonetheless, it

eem. possible to discern three main

perspectives or type of mod el:
performance management as a system for managmg organizational
performance;
performance management as a system for managing employee perform ance;
performance management as a systern for integrating the management of
organizational and employee performance.

St G ahriefs Library~ A.u
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Performance Management as a System for Ma1rnging Employee Performance

There are several variants of this model, with performance management
commonl y being represented as a cycle. Ainsworth and Smith ( 1993) have a three-

step cycle as shown in figure 2.3

l. Performance planning

Establishment of, agreement
on and commitment to objectives
or similar performance targets

ERS

2. Assessment o P. rformance
Actua l v. intc ided performance
measured objectively where

3. Correcti e and adaptive
mutual action via mutual
f dback discussio ns
Comn · 1 ·nt to desired actions
and ac ~c of developmental
objectives

possible or ubjcctively assessed

Figure 2A Pcrf ·mancc Management System
Source: William, Pe i'iinnance Mana).!;cment, 1998

Performance Management as a System for intcgnting the Management of
Organizational and l:mployce Performance

This model may 15 1~s...arded as a comb·

iorvoft he first two, although

this perhaps is rather too simple a view as there are variations on the basic theme .
This variation reflects the two main models identified above, that is, the extent to
which there is an emphasis on organizational as compared to employee
pe1formance. (Williams, 1998)
A world-class performance management process consists of excellent
strategy

development,

budgeting/target

setting,

performance review, and incentive co mpensation.

performance

measurement,
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Strategy~
I kvclopmcnt

/

------liudgclingfforgcl
Selling
Budgeling/'l·argel
Selling

~~--BudgclingrrargeL
Setting

Figure 2.5 Sequences of the Sub-1)roccsscs in the Pc1formancc Managcmen~ Process
Som·cc: Andre A. de Waal, Power of Pc1formiu1cc Management, 2001, pp. 8

-

Frbm figure 2.4, De Waal (200 I ) explained that the process starts from
strategy development because this process leads to clear strategic objectives and
action plans for measurable performance improvement. The strategy development
process is often too focused on calculating detaiJed future financial results rather
than on planning for value creation. Then, the process shifts to budgeting /target
setting. This process leads to clear operational action plans for improving the key
value drivers. In the stage of performance measurement, it collects, processes and
distributes data and information to allow for an effective execution of the other subprocesses. The business issues that drive organization to improve the performance
measurement process are the quality of the management information and
management repo11s because the management needs to know the proactive behavior
of the organization. This will lead to periodically reviews of performance on actual
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performance, targets and forecasts to ensure timely preventive and take action to
keep the company on track. The last process is in centive compensatio n. But most
of th e study did not emphasize much on this process.

Perfonnance Apprnisal
In the perspective of Schermerhorn (2002), he views performance
management as a process of formally evaluating performan ce and providing
feedback to a job holder.

Perfi rmance

~r

1sal

e~es

maintain the quality of workforce, which are evaluation and

two basic purposes to
1elopment.

The e alyation purpose focused on past performance and measures
results again s

performance ana the clarification of success standards.

evelop ment

opportunities of employees, the manager
subordinate's dev lopment needs.

cusrng on a
"Gp..g· - ..
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Performance Appraisal Method
From

the future

standards while development purpose focu sed

the

review
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of performance

appraisal

Schei·merhorn (2002) explained performance appraisal methods from the simplest
to the sophisticated as graphic rating scale as shown in figure 2.6, this scale offers
the appraisers checklists of traits or characteristics thought to be related to high
performance outcomes in a given job.

~
i '
S 1... ..:rannei
s L'1bra_r;1
.n Au
.
f,.

Name

(""

•

-

Leslie Whiteson~--~=--~-----~----·

Job title _ Fin a nciqJ_ana l vst~-,~===~~~~Supervisor __ J.:'._,_ Peter~---~=-~~"~-·. ·-·--·m~~--·"""~·='·'~
Date

................

July l, 200 I =-w·

Rating

Rating Factor

Quantity of work: amount of work
normally accomplish
Qual ity of work: acct :icy and quality of work
normally accomplish
Job knowledge: understanding of job
requircmeots and task demands

_}_

Cooperafion: willingness to accept assignment
and wor with others

~1-

Depc1 dao1lity: conscientiousness in
attendance and in completion of work
INcr

Enthus iasm: initiative in offering ideas and
seeking increased responsibilities

*

Ratings :
3 = Outstanding
2 = Satisfactory
l = Unsatisfactory

Figu1·c 2.6 Sample graphic ratin~ scale for perl'onnance am>rnisal
Source: John R. Schcnncrhorn, Jr., Management (se\'enth edition), 2002, pp. 321
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For a more advance one, this method is called behaviorally anchored
rating scale, which offers an appraiser rating scales for actual behaviors that
exemplify various level s of performance achievement as illustrated in fi gure 2_7

Outstanding
pcrfonnancc

0

lf a cuslomcr has defective merchandise that is not the responsibility or the
. _ store, you can expect lhis representative to help the customer arrange for the
needed repairs elsewhere.

You can exp c
in for~
~

Ii r fin ishing with a rcqi1csl you can expect th .

- entati ve plcasanth

encourage a cuslomcr 10 "shop again" in the slor c.
You can expect this representative to delay a customer ' bout explanation
while working on other things.

[jJ c/)
Unsatisfactory
Performance

You can expect this representative to treat a customer mc!l ly and wilh
disrespect.

'4f,.

figure 2.7 Sample bcha rally anchored rating scale for pc1fonnancc
Source: John R. Schcrmcrh ·n, Jr., Management (seventh cditim~ 20~, t>Jl.322
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~91!118 ~ ~
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The most complex one is critical-incident technique, which involve
keeping a log of employees' effective and ineffective job behaviors.

2.5 Definitions and Theory Related to Management by Objectives (MBO)

MBO is a program that encompasses specific goals, participative set, for
an explicit time period, with feedback on goal progress. (Robbins, 1998)
MBO is one of the processes that attempt to integrate individual with
departmental and organizational objectives.

lts aim is to motivate staff through

participation in the steps of goal setting, decision-making and feedback. (Naylor,
1999)

Shani (2000) described MBO as a system that serves both as a pl an ning
tool and a motivational philosophy. The approach reflects synthesi s of three areas:
goal setting, parti cipative decision-making and feedback. MBO&R is viewed as a
pa1ticipative process whereby managers and employees together set goals for work
performance, personal development and periodic reviews to assess progress. The
process allows

managers to

i ntegra~e

ipdlvid'ttal, team,

department and

organizational goals.

The Concept of MBO
'

MBO requires a formal agreement between the supervisor and

subordinate concerning (I) the subordinate' s performance objectives for a given
time period, (2) tlie plans through which they will be accomplisjed, (3) standards
fo r measuring w)1ether or not they have been accomplished, and (4) procedures for
reviewing perforrnance..results. (Schermerhorn, 1999)
Drucker ( l 983) mentions that management by objective integrates the
organization by two means. It integrates the work of one employee with that of
another into a productive whole through the perfect application of the division of
labor. It goes fu1ther and integrates the functional and efficiency needs of the
organization with the very humanistic needs of the job incumbent.
A maj or advantage of MBO is that it clearly focuses the subordinate's
work efforts on the most important tasks and objectives; another is that it focuses
the supervisor's work efforts on areas of support that can truly help the subordinate

..,...,
. ) .)

meet the agreed-upon objectives.

The process involves direct face-to-face

communication between supervisor and subordinate and M.BO contributes to
relationship building.

lt also gives the subordi nate a structured opportunity to

participate in decisions that affect his or her work.
Management by objectives is one ofa family of processes that attem pt to
integrate individual with departmental and organizational objectives. Its aim is to
motivate staff through patticipation in the steps of goal setting, decision making
and, to close the cycle, feedback. A:t th

h~

rt

performance contract, whid has the elements as (I) P<rtici pation in the setting of
objectives. T his is the most difficult step; it is intended to ft rengthen moti va ti o n
through mutual agreement.

Where wot"k teams are involved,

..all

members are

invited to join in the process. Not only does it build commitment frem ~taff but part
of the contrac;t is that the manager will supp ly the necessary resources. Hence there
is commitment fr@m al l sides, (2) action plans, is set out the cour.ses of action
needed to reach he agreed objectives. As each manager and subordinate or group
sets out action plans, they are integrated into broader plans at hig her levels through
a process of adjustment, often helped b~an adviser r.Orm outside the department.
The plans may span periods of six months or a year, depending on the interval
between reviews, and include milestones. There are review poi nts marked out
along the way, (3) progress reviews, can occur frequently and informally during the
planning period, especially at milestones, and formally towards the end. Rather
than reinforce commitment to action plans that may be overtaken by events, the
reviews are also o ppo11unities to adju st objectives so that they re main relevant and
achievable and (4) appraisal, overall performance is appraised annually both for
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individuals and work teams. Out of the evaluation of success and failure come
oppo11unities to identify ways of improving and needs for personal development.
lVlcanwhile, the eval uat ion forms a platform for the next round of objectives_ One

controversial question is whether this stage should be linked to the system of salary
review and promotion. (Naylor, 1998)
The objectives in MBO are not unilaterally set by the boss and then
assigned to subordi nates.

MBO replaces imposed goals with pa11icipative

determin ed go als. The super;.ior and subordinate joint)¥ choose the goals and agree
on how they will be measureU. Each objective has a specific tim e period in which it

is to be compl eted. Typically the time period is three months, six rnonths, or a year.
(Robbins,

199~
Rdbbi}1s (1998) cited that the final ingredi ent in MBO is feedback on

performance.

MBO seeks to give continuous feedback on progress ~oward goals.

Ideally, this is accomplished by giving ongoing feedback to indi'jdual s so they can
monitor and con ect their own actions. This is supplemented by periodic managerial
evaluations, when progress is revi ewed. This applies at
as well as at the bottom.

..

t~top

of the organization

St. Gahriel's Lilwarv. An
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Performance Objectives in MBO

[jupcrYiso r

ana

J--- - - ----- - ----- -- ------ - ---,

.Jointly Plan
- Setting Objectives
- Setting Standards
- Choosing actions

Individual act

Jointly control

- Performance tasks
(subordinate)
- Providing support
(supervisor)

- Reviewing results
- Discussing implications
- Reviewing MBO cycle

Subordinate

Figure 2.8 Man aJ,.rCment by objectives - an integrated planning and control fr1ubewod\.
Source: John R. ISchennerhorn, Jr., Ma nagement (seventh edition), 2002, pf). t93
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Schermerhorn ( 1999) mentioned that perform ance objecti ves are
essential parts of the MBO process. There are three types of 9bj ectives may be
specified in an MBO contract. Improvement objectives document intenti ons for
improving performance- m a specific 't'ay and with respect t<Ya specific factor. An

-

example is "to reduce quality reJ-ects ·by IO percent". Personal development
objectives pe11ain to personal growth activities, often those resulting in expanded
job knowledge or skills. An example is "to learn the latest version of a computer
spreadsheet package." Some MBO contract also includes maintenance objectives,
which formall y express intentions to maintain performance at an existing level. In
many organizations, the MBO process emphasizes improvement and persona l
growth objecti ves. In all cases, performance objectives are written and formally
agreed to by both the superior and subordinate.

For the good performance
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objectives, they also meet the criteria such as specific (targets a key result to be
accomplished), time defined (identifies a date for achieving results), challenging
(offers a realistic and attainable challenge) and measurable (specific and
quantitative as possible)
After the inception m the 1950s and an enthusiastic commitment by
many organizations, the formal use of MBO has declined in recent years. Many
remain committed to its good aspects.

regular appraisal of staff at \ I

Is.

These are the focus on results and the

illJl

ftlt >Ce between current appraisal

methods and MBO i. that th y now avoid rigid comm1trne 1t o detailed objectives
and action plans.

-1:1reover, organizations themselves have

~
fewer layers. t
trained.

~me less rigid with

gers and staff tend to be better qualified and

c often better

The'Se:l rends mean that the paperwork of grand system~ replaced by

~

DIS

many organizat ions are usmg MBO successHil~ critics have
attacked the approach particu larly with respect to the ways

. .
orga111zat1ons
app Iy +it.

~me

Jt.

rewards and punishments;

111

which some

~

.. argue t hat MB 0 p IjC~ too muc l1 empIrns1s
. on
cnt1cs
~ S l\J CE 069 "'~,..,

gl?'1tltf}fi't'j~v .m~mnt of pape1work; places too

much emphasis on individual goals versus team goals, and fosters game playing
between managers and subordinates.
For MBO to be effective individual managers must understand the
specific objectives of their job and how those objectives fit in with the overall
company objectives set by the board of directors. "A manager's job should be based
on a task to be performed in order to attain the company's objectives. The manager
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should be directed and controlled by the objectives of performance rather than by
his boss."
The managers of the various units or sul;l-u nit s, or sections of an
organizC1tion should know not only the objectives of their unit but should also
actively participate in setting these objectives and make responsibility for them.
Management by objectives helps the management to break down the job
of a manager into a basic functions and activities, select those that are most
important to effective management

anq leads to treater productivity and job

satisfaction .

2.6 Definitions and Theory Related to Job Satisfaction
Many authors gave the concept of job satisfaction in duferent meaning
as the behavior and performance appraisal defined job satisfaction.
Irvipg ( 1972) defined satisfaction as leaders encourag_e open expression
of doubt and accepted criticism of his/her opinions.

Those effected this

subordinates had positive feeling about work and had strong organization
commitment.
Job satisfaction is an attitude people have about their jobs. It results
from their perception of their jobs and the degree to which there is a good fit
between the individual and the organization (Reilly, 1991 ).
Wright and Noe (1996) defined employee satisfaction related to high job
performance (through and influence on motivation) .

A major source of this

satisfaction was benefit and the next, was relatedness or affiliation needs. Besides,
it also meant for satisfying need for security, power, or esteem.

St Gabriel's Lihrar v. An
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The idea of the organization as a social system requlfes that some
consideration be given to the benefits received by its participants as well as by its
cu~tomers

and clients. Satisfaction and morale are similar terms referring to the

extent to which the organization meets the needs of employees.

Measures of

satisfaction include employee attitudes, turnover, absenteeism, tardiness and
grievances. (Matteson, 1999)

Pay-the amount of pay rec lvecl and the percei ved fai rn ess crf that pay.
Work itself- the ~xtent to which jo b tasks are considered i1Heresting and provide
opportunities fo r learning and accepting respo nsibil ity.
Supervision- the technical competence and the interpersonal skills of one' s

DS

immediate boss.
Co-workers-t~e

supportive.

extent to which co-workers are friendl y, competent, and
LABOR

VINCIT

Working conditions -the extent t o whi ch the physicaj wo rk environment 1s
comfortable and suppo1iive of p.rod1,1ctivity.
Job security-the belief that one's position is relatively secure and continued
employment with the organization is a reasonable expectation.
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1

Job Dissatisfaction

Job Satisfaction

il1fl11enced by.fob context or hygiene factors

Jnjluenccd by job cnnlenl or moUvolor.foclors

1

..

Working conditions

o

Sense or ad licvemcnl

•

Inlcrpcrsonal relations

•

Feelings of recognition

•

Organizational policies

•

Sense of responsibi I ity

•

QLiality of supervision

•

Opportunity for adv11ncement

•

Base wage or salary

•

Feeling of personal grmvth

Poor job context increases

dissatisfaction

Table 2.9 Hcrzbcrg's two-factor theory
Source: John Naylor. Man~gcmcnt. Pitman Publishing, 1999

From Frederick Herzberg's ( J 959) two-factor theory, the two-factor
theo1y associates hygiene factors or sources of job dissatisfaction,

wi~h

aspects of

job context. That is, "dissatisfiers" are considered more likely to be part of the
work setting than of the nature of the work itself

The hygiene factors include

factors such as working conditions, interpersonal relations, organizational policies
and administration, technical quality of supervision and base wage or salary.
Herzberg 's two-factor theory argued that improving the hygiene factors can make
people less dissatisfied with these aspects of their work.
Herzberg advises managers to give proper attention to the motivator
factors (satisfier). As part of job content that satisfier factors deal with what people
actually do in their work. By making irnprovements in what people are asked to do
in their jobs, Herzberg suggests that job satisfaction and performance can be raised .
The important satisfier factors includ e a sense of achievement, feelings of
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recognition, a sense of responsibility, the oppo1tunity for advancement and feelings
of personal growth.

.Job Characteristics
Hackman and Oldham (1981) searched for general factors within job
tasks that would lead to high motivation. Their model links core job characteristics
through critical psychological states to results, as shown in Figure 2.5. The main
focus of this model is on featur s, outside indi vi~ al

~he

model does not suggest

that work sati sfactio1} leads directly to high output. lnstea

oth are the result of

favorable psychologi al states as shown in table 2.10 .

Core job
characteristics

Critical psychological
states

Skill varie ty'
Task identity
Task sig nificanco.

Feeling that work
is meaningful
~

~

..

ICIT

l

:

~"

'

Internal work
motivation

Fc~in~ of

Autonomy

r'~ponsib1h1'y for
~

~

c:~6RIE(

w

~

oulcomes

Growth satisfaction
Job satisfaction

Feedback from
job

~

-

Knowledge of
resulls

Personal
mediating factors

-

-

Figure 2.10 The JDM model by Hackman and Oldham, 1981
Source: John Naylor, Management, 1999, pp. 548

Work effectiveness

St Ga hriefs Lihrarv. A.-n
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Job Satisfaction and Job Performance
One of the most widely debated and controversial issues in the study of
job satisfaction is its relationship to job performance or effectiveness. (Schmit,
l 996) Three general views of this relationship have been advanced: job satisfaction
causes job performance; job performance causes job satisfaction; and the job
satisfaction-job performance relationship is moderated by other variable such as
rewards.

Most studies dealing with t 1e performance-satisfaction rela~ ship have found low
association

The evidence is rather

satisfaction.

convincing

satisfied employee is not necessarily

performer.

Managerial at empts to make everyone satisfied will not necess rily yield high
levels of pro~ vity. Likewise, the assumption that a high-perfol mi.ng employee
is likely to be

~led is not well supported.

The t

ira

only under ce11ain

t;:,'I.

c;P.~~ -..

view suggests that satisfaction and

fo~ions.

participation, have been

Jt.

~

A number of other
S l\J CE 069 ot.

~

perfor~ce are related

fac;t<:>rs~such
1t°'01

posi~~~tigl~f~j · -~~hip.

as employee

(Wagner, 1994) Most

attention, however, has focused on rewards as moderating the relationship.
Generally, this view suggests that the rewards one receives as a consequence of
good pe1formance, and the degree to which these rewards are perceived as
reasonable or equitable, affect both the extent to which satisfaction results from
performance and the extent performance is affected by satisfaction. This means that
if an employee is rewarded for good performance and if the reward is deemed fair
by the employee is rewarded for good performance and if the reward is deemed fair
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by the employee, job satisfaction will increase (or remain high). This in turn w ill
have a positive effect on performance, lead ing to additional rewards and continued
higher levels of job sati sfaction. ·
What work-related variables determine job satisfaction ? Many review
of literature indicates that the more impottant factors conducive to job sat isfaction
are mentally challenging work, equitable rewards, suppo1tive working conditions,
and supportive colleagues. (Locke, 1976)
Mentally challenging work.

E'mployees

e.

to prefer jobs that give them

oppo1tunities to use their skiJ1s and abilities and offer a va ·e
and feedback on how well they are doing.

of tasks, freedom,

These characteristics make work

mentall y chall ~n~ing. Jobs that have too little challenge create boredom, but too
much chall en e <.;reates frnstration and feelings of failure.

Und

cc;mditions of

moderate challenie. most employees will expenence pleasure a-n'd satisfaction.
(Katzell, 1992)

t:~

-.

GP.~

Equitable rewards. Employees want pay systems and promotion policies that they
perceive as being just, unambiguous~ and in line with their €Xpectations. When pay
is seen as fair based on job demands, individual slciH level, and community pay
standards, satisfaction is likely to result. Many people willingly accept less money
to work in a preferred location or in a less demanding job or to have greater
discretion in the work they do and the hours they work. But the key in linking pay
to satisfaction is not the absolute amount one is paid; rather, it is the perception of
fairness.

S imilarly, employees seek fair promotion policies and practices.

Promotions provide oppo11unities for personal growth, more responsibilit ies, and
increased social status.

Individu als who perceive that promotion decisions are
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made in a fair and just manner, therefore, are likely to experience satisfaction from
their jobs. (Witt, 1992)
Supportive working conditions.

Ernployecs arc concerned with their work

environment for both personal comfo1i and facilitating doing a good job. Studies
demonstrate that employees prefer physical surroundings that are not dangerous or
uncomfortable. Temperature, light, noise, and other environmental factors should
not be at either extreme-for example, having too much heat or too little light.
Additionally, most employee

re er wor:k· g relati~.y close to home, in clean and

relatively modern faciljties, nd with adequate tools an~ equipment.
Supportive colle?&.9es.

People get more out of work than m\ ely money or

tangible achi e rments. For most employees, work also fills the need for social
interaction.

1erefore, having friendly and supportive co-w6r~ers lead s to
Studies generally find that employee, atisfaction is

increased whe

immediate supervi sor understands and friendly, offers praise for

good performance, listens to employees' opinions, and shows a personal interest in
them. (Robbins, 1998)

"

Type of work (nature of

S 1 l'l CF 1 Q 6 Q

,2,;- f7i ;t~~ ~°'

interesting and provide opportunities for learning and accepting responsibility.
Employees have high job satisfaction if they are happy and feel positive with the
work. Job characteristics play an important part in type of work too. It also enables
employees to complete a task with a meaningful outcome.

·•l ... ' .............~. •..~:.,1 ..... ....,~ ..... ,,1.;·.~~~· •0 •:>-".. °:"-';"L O' ·

"'··· ~~ · •,
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.Job Satisfaction on the Rise

Shaw (June, 2002) has revealed the results of a survey conducted by
Lucent on Network Professionals' Job Satisfaction. It shows that these peo ple are

happier with their jobs than last year.
Shaw (2002) mentions that job satisfaction has been on the rise since
1998. In 1998, 56% were satisfied with their jobs. Today more than 75% say they
are satisfied. The percentage of those who say they are "very satisfied" rose from
16% last year to 23% this < a

r .tors that heavily influence

satisfaction are op~~un tJ to learn new skills, type 0& work, achievement

Qb~unity to take responsibility.

t:

opportunities and

Out of

l ~tors li sted, money

~

came in at no.
Th

eading cause of job dissatisfaction is poor

-::S::.
A
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2.6 Conceptual Framework

Dependent variables

Independent variables

Employees' Perception of
Organizational Culture

Rol e Culture
Power Culture

~ "ERS/
oy~es '

Job Satisfaction

Pay

Co

orkers

Type-0 work

Employees' Perc.eption of

I..

Management Approaches
0

"

\,I I

Management by
Obj ectives

This study determined the results of organizational culture, and
management approaches on employees' job satisfaction. For further analysis, the
factors of organizational culture and management approaches on employees' job
satisfaction were separately analyzed.

Research Hypothesis
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Ha1

There is a significant relationship between role culture and job
satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-workers and type of work

Ho1

There is no significant relationship between role culture and job

satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-workers and type of work

Ha2

There is a significant relationship between power culture and job
satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-workers and type of work

There is no
satisfa ti

Q!

s~ ·fic'G I~. l

r/""'pen power culture and job

on,~ terms of pay, co-workers and t

e is a significant relationship

e of work

between ra1Jlagement by

SB.iectives and job satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-a

,.....

ers and type

.'b
no signifi cant relationship betweenc:;-11agement by
o JCCtives and job satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-workers and type

'*"

of work

Jt,~ SINCE l 9 6 9 o!

-.'-.

~~~

~

~,,fl1a!l~$i\~

. Hai

There is a significant relationship between performance management
and job satisfaction in terms of pay, co-workers and type of work

Ho4

There is no significant relationship between performance
management and job satisfaction in terms of pay, co-workers and
type of work
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CHAPTER3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

isaged as a descriptive one, w~ required that data be
gathered from
collection, a b

o

primary and secondary sources.

For tie primary data

ey questionnaire was used for describing and

nalyzing data,

whereas, the s condary data collection was gathered from research:e'ults.

,.....

.'b

Table 3.1 Number of Respondents

VINCIT

Superior (section manager)
Staff
Total

425

~
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The total number of employees working for TA Orange is about 1,800.
There are 534 employees who work at TA Orange head office. For this study, 425
staff were surveyed
No sampling was employed in the study; the entire population of staff
had been given the questionnaire and they were asked to fill in their perceptions of
role culture, power culture, management by objective, performance management
and job satisfaction. The Human Resources Department of TA Orange Co., Ltd.,
or

&

~j/ to

be conducted. After the

reliability, using 20 st' " $ of Shin Corp, the
researcher was

P.I'O

~
Q.

staff

d with the distribution of questionnaires to 425 members of

:e
tudy, a questio nnaire was designed for usc:s; the research
instrument to provide answers to the research quest ions. The questi onnaire was

~

classified into four part&'1>as follows:
va,,~ S NC E 1969 o!

ol. -.'-.

~

'fb-.,,v:,

~,,fl1a!l~$i\~

Part I

Demographic profile such as age, gender, position, educational
level, area of work

Part II

Organization Culture, this part provides multiple choices type
questions covering factors such as power cultural and role
culture, for example job description and organization expectation
on employees.
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Part III Management approaches m terms of MBO and performance
management

Part JV Job satisfaction will be use questions covering factors such as
pay, co-workers and type of work.

3.4 Collection of Data/Gathering Procedures

In collecting data, there were two types of data, i.e. , pnrnary and

respondents by usmg t e questionnaire as the

Step 2

Thei::qa estionnaires were distributed to all participants.

Step J

The ~ stionnaires were collected 14-21 days after distrg

tfl .

LABOR

. .
.,f..
3 .~5 Stahshcal Treatment of Data

VINCIT
0

IA

1m

*

ol. -.'-.
~~

• #f.
S N C E, o69
The data gathered~a .t h~~ti.i§na~ere

checked, inputted, and

analyzed by using the following statistical tools contained in the SPSS package
program.
Demographic profile: Descriptive statistics was used to analyzed demographic and
characteristics of respondents
Question I - 29: Descriptive statistics, frequency tables average weighted mean
were used for analyzing the perceptions of employees. The Arbitrary Level given
below and Descriptive Rating was used for grouping responses into levels.

...... .-.
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Arbitrary Level

Descriptive Rating

4.20- 5.00

Strongly Agree

3.40··-4.19

Agree

2.60- 3.39

Neutral

1.80- 2.59

Disagree

1.00- 1.79

Strongly Disagree

The descriptive statistics was used to find out the perceptions of

s

respondents and the fiveperceptions levels bas_ed o

In thi

a~

used for rating the respondents'

he descriptive rating and arbitrar level shown above.

udy, the reliability of every variable was ~alyzed by the

Cronback-AI P.ha Coefficient and Pearson Correlation was used tg prove a set of

lnten>retation of Correlation
High positive correlation
0.9

0.50

Strongly positive correlation

*

*

0.10
0.00

No correlation

-0.10

Weak negative correlation

-0.50

Moderate negative correlation

-0.95

Strongly negative correlation

-1 .00

High negative correlation

St Ga briefs Librarv. An
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To measure the level of correlation of each variable, a range of
confidence level was set at 95 percent, and the interpretation of the correlat ion
results arc as shown above .
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CHAPTER4
RESEARCH FINDINGS, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

art concerned with the

This chapter co
f the respondents and the second
research hypothes

Q

he testing of the

he result of data analysis was based on the

rceptions of

.,:.

the staff and super:ief ofT A Orange, Thaila1'd.

The 9!!estionnaire was collected during the month of A{rut, 2002 at
TA Orange conv11Y- The data analysis was presented in five sectio

~escriptive

data perceptions on4:lrganizational culture, relationship of organizat nal cultures
and employees' job s~i:sfaction and relationship of manageme!f approaches and
employee's job satisfactioi . Jt,~ SINCE l 9 6 9
The 425 copies of

o!.

ol.

~

qi!ftro~;?i we~~str~ted to staff and superior
ca.-

level with 307 completed questionnaire return to researcher.
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The alpha (Cronbach) coefficients was used to test the reliability of the
questionnaire and the result are as follow:
1. Role culture

o. = 0.6341

2. Power culture

a.= 0.6297

3. Performance management

rx = 0.8625

4. Management by Objectives

a.= 0.6773

5. Pay

a = 0.6165

~'"

6. Co-workers

R- ~

a.= 0.7596

coefficients scale near 1.00 means that the

re~bjlity

~

-

was good and reliable.

,.....

.'b

4.1 Demographic rofile
;;;; "
Age

~

~

*

LABOR

VINCIT

*

0
4~gc r:h1gesfot1
&s}>li'n~ntsol: ~

~,,fl1at1~1>\i\~

Age

Frequency

Percent

20-25 years old

81

26.4

26-30 years old

131

42.7

31-35 year old

63

20.5

36-40 year old

21

6.8

More than 40 years old

lI

3.6

Total

307

100.0

analysis
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There were 131 respondents or 42.7% in the 26-30 years range.

This

range is the largest portion of the population. 8 1 respondents, or 26. 4% were in the

20-25 years range, followed by 63 respond ents, or 20.5%, .in the 31-35 years ra nge.
The minority g roup was only 11 respondents who were more than 40 years old and
represented only 3.6% as shown in table 4.1.

Gender

\\J ERs1,-.
Table 4.2 Sex ranges of the respondent

---·- -

~.,.._,..-~_

Gender

Frequency

Perceqt

A;..
Male

40.4

Female

59.6

Q.,
mm\

f/)

Total

100.0
"'~b

IE

As shown in table 4 .2 most of the respondents were f~male. T here were

183 fe male respondents 9r ~9.6% ~ 2.4 resB0;1dents o~0.4% of the total
respondents, were male.

SL Gnhdefs Library~ Au
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E ducation

Table 4.3 the educati on ra nges of rcspmHl~1its

·--- -

~erccul

Education

Frequency

High School

2

.7

Vocational Certificate

10

3.3

Bachelor's Degree

168

54.7

--

1

41.3
'Total

307

lQ..0.0

The m!iority group of population of 168 respondents, 0:r 54. 7%, had
attained the Bachetor's Degree, followed by 127 respondents, amounting to 41.3%
who had a

Ma~t

's degree. The remainder, 10 or 3 3% had Vocatjo al School

Certificates and t b m 0.7% were of High School levels as shown in atlle 4.3
'-

DV

VINCll
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Work Experience

Tahlc 4.4 Year of working experience of respondents

Work Experience

Frequency

Percent

Less than 1 year

24

7.8

1-2 years

48

15.6
28.7

6-8 y

25.7

.0

25

8.::s:.

307

Total

As
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100.

-

table 4.4 total of 88 respondents, or 2

been

working in the compa~ for 3 to 5 years. 79 respondents, or 2i 7%, had worked
between 6 to 8 years. Fol'l~~g this.5 ~~,d ~, a~'6 9s resg6n~ ~ts, or 15 .6%, 14%,

'~9A.n.

ca.-

IY

and 8 .1 % of all survey respondentS:t~d' · ~ell

o!.

\I
to2 years, 9 to 11 years, and

more than 11 years respectively. In contrast, there were only 24 respondents, or
7. 8% had been working less than one year. It must be remembered that when the
merger took place, a large number of employees had been transferred to TA from
Telecom Asia, hence the total experience of each employee is stated here.
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Departments

Table 4.5 Depart ment ranges of respondents

-------·-

Department

Frequency

Percent

Marketing

50

16.3

Accounting and Financing

42

13.7

Sales

34

11 . 1

Administration

22

7.2

Human Resources

11

3.6

Others

148

48.1

Total

307

10~0

Q..

-

Table 4 5 shows the work allocation of the respondents.

14& respondents

representing the I rg.est group at 48. l % worked in various small depa:rtments. 50
respondents, or 16. 3% were in the Marketing Department. 4 2 or 13. 7% were in the
Accounting and Finance Department,~1 r&"pon?~ts or 11. f'l,.(~worked in the Sales
~

Departments.

The smallest group of

o!.

- s °' !Jenfs
if:

or 3. 6% were in Human

Resources D epartment.

4.2 Employees' perceptions on management approaches
The descriptive statistics was brought into use to find out the perceptions
of respondents and the five-point-scale was also used for rating the respondents'
perceptions levels based on the descriptive rating and arbitrary level shown in t able
4.6
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Table 4.6 Descri1>tive rating and arbitrary level

,---

----·~·-----·----

Arbitrary Level

Descriptive Rating
Strongly Disagree (SD)

l.00 - 1.79

Disagree (D)

1.80 - 2.59

Undecided (UND)

2.60-3.39

SJ

Agree (A)

3.40 - 4.19

Strongly A ~ree

by Objectives

4.20-5.00

0) and Performance Management.

There are hree tables

tiating the respondents' perceptions.
VINCIT

&..ABOR

~

0

c\!fi ,~

NIA

SINCE1969

Table 4. 7 Employees P re

Mean

SD

Rating

Performance Management

3.9104

.6944

A

Management by Objectives

3.4630

.5873

A

3.6872

.5358

A

Variable

Management Approaches

·-

From table 4. 7, the perceptions of respondents toward overall
Management Approaches was rated at "agree level" with the average mean of
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3.6872. This implied that the respondents agreed with the overall Management
Approrlches provided by the company. All Management Approaches factors,

compr ;:;:,.".! of Performance Management, and Management by Objectives, were
perceived as "agreed". And the Performance Management factor had the highest
average rn ean of 3. 9104.

Table 4.8 Employees' Perceptions on Performance Management

11-~e;i~)~:;-;~:mce management helps me to do the job
!better.

Rating

.88

A

C:::,

. It is good to haverone-on-one meeting with my

A

4 .15

-

superior/subord inate regularly to discuss about the

~

work.
3.93
t;P.t;>' - ..

een done .

·-

SD

~

. Using of performan'*appraisal giving me the

3.91

A

~

*

.90

A

opportunity to develop.

S l\JCE 06
5. Feedback fro m performan e,eva u~tion ~ps m e
v

o know my level of performance.

1&J'il

Performance Management

3.9104

.88

A

.6944

A

The respondents' overall perceptions on performance management were
within the "agreed range" with an average mean of 3. 9104 and standard deviation
of 0.6944. This indicated that the respondents agreed with the performance
management. And all themes were rated at the same level, "agreed range", which
encompasses job improvement, one-on-one meeting, performance discussion, and
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performance feedback.

And the one-on-one meeting was rated at the highest

means, 4. 15, with a standard deviation of 0. 79 as shown in table 4.8.

Table 4.9 Employees' Perceptions 011 Management h)' Objectives

Item
I . Everybody in my department share the same

Mean

SD

Rating

3.38

.90

UNO

3.48

.91

A

3.42

.86

A

3.56

.87

A

3.48

.92

A

3.4630

.5873

A

performance objectives
. My supervisor usually make me participate lJ\
setting the objectives
3. We have concrete plan...of acfion to accomplis h

our company's objectl\!e)
. My sup ervisor sill~s me to make decisions on
my work
5. I can work in

way I like as long as I

s

ccomplish the go-a~
Mana~em ent

by Objectives
LABOR

*

Since the average

OM

A

*

~4!J ancH sfurldGlfd aevi,atiQn were valued at 3.4630

and 0.5873, the overall perceptions
fell in the "agreed level".

VINCIT

!l 1'l11fi"nagem!11t by objectives of respondents

This meant that the respondents agreed with the

management by objectives provided by the company.

There was only l item,

sharing the same performance objective of department, which was perceived as
"undecided" with the lowest mean of 3.38 as shown in table 4.9. However, the
respondents agreed with item s concerning supervisors' pa11icipation in setting
department obj ectives, concrete action plan for achieving the objective, power of
decision making, and working independence.

St Gabriefs Library, Au
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4.3 Employees' perceptions on organizational cultures
T he descriptive statistics was brought into use to find out the perceptions
of respondents and the five-point-scale was also used for rating the respo ndents'
perceptions levels based on the descriptive rating and arbitrary level.
There were two factors, which were the sub-variables of Organizational
Culture factor, Role Culture and Power Culture. There are three tables provided for
substantiating the employees' perceptions on this factor.

Table 4. lo."E.mployccs' Perceptions on Organizational Cu \Jure

Mean

SD

Rating

Q.,

3.8573

.6029

A

c:

2.9948

.733

UND

3.4266

.4577

A

dab le
Role Culture

-

Power Culture

As

sho~ in

table 4. 10, the perceptions of employees t oward

Organizational Culture ~.le rated at "a__gree level" with J I e average rnean of

""\"

~

s " L..

L.

3.4266. This implied that the emp p0erJN!,Je~

i:t ~e

.,,

Organizational Culture

provided by the company. However, the employees were not able to provide a
clear-cut decision regarding Power Culture. The rating of their perceptions on this
factor was a mean of2.9948, and a standard deviation of0.7336. They agreed with
the Role Culture factor and their perceptions rating was a mean of 3.8573.
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Table 4.11 Employees' Perceptions on Role Culture

Item

Mean

-- -

3.87

l . I understand my job description very well
-

---

-- --~--

SD

Ra:n1

.86

--

. , • n • -- •-

2. I do follow the job description

4.00

.70

A

3. I know what the organization expect from me

3.74

.80

A

3.94

.77

A

3 .74

.83

A

.6029

A

. I understand my role very well
5. I usually follow the organization rules

Role Culture

Since the average mean and standard deviation were valued at 3 .8573
and 0.6029, tho/ overall perceptions on role culture of respondents fell in the
"agreed level". This meant that the respondents agreed with the role culture. And
all themes were rated at the same level, "agreed range", which consisted of job
description underrs

1ding, performing according to job descriptiqn, organization

expectation awareness, understanding organization rules, and act according to the

•

mies. And the following jot> descrigtjo?,.was rated at tl1() hi~1est means of 4 .00,
.Jl

and standard deviation was 0 .70 as sho.wfl"i.rttablc;~ 1~

Table 4.12 Em1•loyees' Perceptions on Power Culture

Item

SD

Mean
-

-

- --

I . Only key persons in my organization can make a

· + - - -- - · - ----

-·--+-----····

3.54

I. 19

A

2.24

1.21

D

2.97

1.08

UNO

l .04

UNO

3. 05

\1 . 14

UNO

2.9948

.7336

UNO

decision

2. 1 am happy ifl don't have to make any major
decision for my work
. People in my organization separate in to many
roup depends according to their mutual interest

. The internal politi cs in my organizat'on isJ\igh

I. l usually am do mio'l.teCI y my boss

,...

As sho wn in table 4.12, the overall perceptions of respondents on power
culture were "undecri:Jed" with the average mean of 2.9948 and standard deviation
of 0.7336. In contrast, thye was only one item that the resp'(ndents agreed on in
power culture and that was ot@r

r

tY.1:fSOn 1

,t'he

"'

organization can make a

decision. This had the highest mean of 3. 54. The remaining three items were rated
the same "undecided level". The second item was rated at the lowest mean, falling
in "disagreed range", which equaled to 2.24, concerning making decision on major
thing .

4.4 Relationship between role cultm·e and employees' job satisfaction
This section was set to find out the relationship between role culture and
job satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-workers and type of work, and to answer the
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third research question stated in the first chapter. The Bivariate Correlation Test
(Pearson Correlation) was used in proving thi s set of hypotheses, and the 0.05
levels of co rrelation coeff i c i ents we re used in t hi s study.
The correlation result obtained from the test has been interpreted
according to Correlation Coeffi cient Range·shown in table 4.13

Table 4.13 Ranges of Correlation coefficient

Correlation Coefficien s

Correlation Level

-1. 0

Perfect negative correlation
Strong negative correlatiqn

Q..- .50
~ - . IO

=

Moderate negative correlatio n
Weak negative correlation

.00

No correlation

+ .10
+.SO

l=-

Weak positive correlati n
LABOR

Moderate positive correlation
0

+. 95:.
+1.00

The null hypothesis would be rejected when Sig. (2-tailed) or p-value
was less than a. or 0.05.

Ho1

There is no signifi cant relationship between role cu lture and job
satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-workers and type of work.
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Ha 1

There is a significant relationship between role culture and job
satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-workers and type of work.

Table 4. 14 Relationship between rnlc culture and employees' job satisfaction

Role Culture

~~\

Pay
Co-worker

Pearson
Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)

• 99*"

.000

.474**

.000

Type of work

.313**

Employee's JOb satisfaction

.443**

0

.000

.ooo

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level!

~

In eva-all, the correlation coefficient between role cu ure and job
satisfaction was

t/t.J,

significance of 0.

and its p-value was 0.000, which was less than the level of

as shown in table 4.14. Thus, the nuJl hypothesis-Was rejected .

It implied that there was a significant correlati on between role Jh1ture and overall
L
It CE
job satisfaction at the moderat';JP.~jtj,ve COQJ:lation .L ~

If}

'i),.

In terms of pay, the correlation coefficients between the role culture and
pay variable was 0.199, and the p-values was 0.000, which was less than the
significance level of 0.05 as shown in table 4.14. Thus, the null hypothesis of these
two dimensions was rejected. It implied that there was a significant relationship
between role culture and pay at the weak positive correlation level. This indicates
that the employees though have a high responsibility on the job according to the
positions or jobs assigned do not mean that they always get a high pay.
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For co-workers factor, the p-value was equaled to 0.000, which was less
than 0.05 significance level, thus, the nuJJ hypothesis was rejected. It implied that
there was a significant relationship between role culture and co-workers. And the
correlation coefficient between the role culture and co-workers exhibited the
highest value (r

=

0.474) as shown in table 4.14, so, the level of correlation was

fallen in the moderate positive correlation. This indicates that the higher role
culture, the higher affect among co-workers in the organization occurred.
For type of work act , since-the p-v lure }Vj equal to 0.000, and the
data was less t han o.o,tsignificance levels, the null hypothtsis ~as rejected . It
implied that there -w:as a significant relationship between role cultur and type of
work. The correlation coefficient of these two factors was equal to 0..313 as shown
in table 4. 14.

~level of correlation had fallen

in the nearly rnodera e positive

correlation, meaeJrrJ .t hat the higher the role culture, the higher commitment to type
of work. This

i~tti

tes that employees who work according to

t~

extent of job

description usually ha. ,a commitment to the work they do . If th.t}iob requires high
responsibilit y, the

~mmitmeti.tC ~

Pll>e/ job ~

1

,~.,!118 ti~"' .,,t

ivt

be high too.

4.5 Relationship between power culture and employees' job satisfaction
This section was set to find out the relationship between power culture
and job satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-workers and type of work, and to answer
the 4 ui research question stated in the l st chapter. The Bivariate Correlation Test
(Pearson Correlation) was used in proving this set of hypotheses, and the 0.05
levels of correlation coefficient were used in this study.

The .correlation result
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obtained from the test was also interpreted according to Correlation Coefficient
Range
The null hypothesis would be rejected when Sig. (2-tailed) or p-value
was less than a or 0.05.
Ho2

There is no significant relationship between power culture and job
satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-workers and type of work.

Ha2

There is a significant relationship between power culture and job

Table 4.15 {telatronship bctwcen 1iowcr culture and employees' job satisfaction

Power Culture
Pearson
Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)

.104

• Ot>

-.218

,()()0

-.084

.000

Employees' job sa ·vaR~" SI i\J CE -.a69

.000

Pay

Type of work

I

a

a'

As shown in table 4.15, the p-value was 0.231, which was greater than
the level of significance of 0.05, the null hypothesis was accepted. It implied that
there was no significant correlation between power culture and overall job
sati sfacti on.
in terms of pay as the p-value of 0.070 was greater than the significance
level of 0.05, the null hypothesis of these two dimensions was accepted. It implied

·".-:·.''.:-.-·
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that there was no significant relationship between power culture and pay.

This

indicates that how much the superiors have a control over the subordinate it has
nothing to do with the pay of employees.
For co-workers factor, the p-value was equal to 0.000, which was less
than the 0.05 significance levels, thus, the null hypothesis was rejected. It implied
that there was a significant relationship between power culture and co-workers.
And the correlation coefficient between the power culture and co-workers was

negative correl ation.

ft 11eant that the higher power cult

·0.

~ the lower co-

workers agreemen fia{I conversely occurred. This indicates that the co-workers do

"'

not like being · ntrolled and dictated about the job they do.

l"e
~

superiors

pressure too m uch on them, their jo b satisfaction wo Ufd be low.

hypothesis
was accepted. It impytd that there was no significant relations*

between power

culture and type of work. ~d~c.ate& that:centfuu~d or ~b..ehtrnlized of authority
or even domi nation over
employees' do .

'~ 1i@-- ·
emplo~~

~Q

tOPefated to typed of work the

It is more about the superior style of working.

4.6 Relationship between MBO and employees' job satisfaction

This section was set to find out the relationship between management
by objectives and job satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-workers and type of work,
and to answer the 51h research question stated in the I st chapter. The Bivariate
Correlation Test (Pearson Correlation) was still used in proving this set of
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hypotheses, and the 0.05 levels of correlation coefficients were used in this study.
The correlation result obtained from the test was also interpreted according to
Correlation Coefficient Range.
The null hypothesis would be rejected when Sig. (2-tailed) or p-value
was less than a or 0.05.
Ho3 There 1s no significant relationship between management by
objective and job satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-workers and
type ofwo ·
Ha3 Ther

\\J

Rs1r

a significant relationship betwO ivanagement by

aBjec 1ve and job satisfaction, in terms of pay, c workers and

LABOR

Pearson
Correlation
S l\JCE 069
Do'

°'

o!

..- Sig. (2-tailed)

ol.W

\I

Pay

.000

Co-workers

.431 **

.000

Type of work

.439**

.000

Employees' job satisfaction

.545**

.000

**

Correlation is significant at the 0. 01 level

The correlation coefficient between management by objectives and job
satisfaction was 0.545, and its p-value was 0.000, which was less than the level of
significance of 0.05as shown in table 4.16. Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected.
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It implied that there was a significant correlation between management by objective

and overall job satisfaction at the moderate positive correlation.
For pay factor, the correlation coefficients between the management by

objectives and pay variable were 0.35 l, and the p-values were 0.000, which was
less than the significance level of 0.05 as shown in table 4. 16.

So, the null

hypothesis of these two factors was rejected. It implied that there was a significant
relationship between management by objectives and pay at the nearly moderate
positive correlation level.

of the organization

s not have much relationship with pay because management

"'

by objectives e1 p 1asizes more on objectives, goal and how to

ac~ve.

If pay is

~

included in the o11j ctives the employees' satisfaction would increase. -

r-

!

For o--workers factor, the p-value was equaled to 0.000,
than the 0.05 si!

Gh was less

15 ance levels; therefore, the null hypothesis <i'ejected. It

implied that there was4 significant relationship between manag~ent by objectives
and co-workers.

And

flt~ correlat(9rr iqgeffjai~o betwe~)ie management by
?*;19'1.
4'Q

objectives and co-workers was ff.4'3J.I •

m:!W_n

ngiable 4.16; so, the level of

correlation had fallen in the moderate positive conelation.

This meant that the

higher management by objectives, the higher co-workers agreement occurred. This
indicates to the company that employees are part of the management by objectives
program, which they have to work together to get it done and they shall have to
participate rnore.
In terms of type of work factor, since the p-value was equaled to 0.000
that was less than the 0.05 significance levels, the null hypothesis was rejected. It
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implied that there was a significant relationship between management by objectives
and type of work. And the correlation coeffi ci ent of these two factors was equal to
0 .439 as sho wn in table 4.16 . The level of correlation fell. in the mod eral e positive
correlatio n, meaning that the higher management by objective, the hig her type of
work agreement occurred. It indicates to the company that the more employees like
the job the more they want to participate in setting the goals and achieve it.

4.7 Relationship between perfor
...... mance management an d em ployees' job
satisfaction
This see.t.i9 n was set to fi nd out the relationship between performance
management and employees' job satisfaction, in terms of pay, co-workers and type

·Test (Pearson Correlation) was still used in pro -ng this set of
hypotheses, and tl~5 level of correlation coefficient was used in t h s study. The
correlation result o~ned from the test was also interpre"ed according to

:Z... ~
Co rrelation Coefficient Ran~?~

.a

S.l'C~. ·-·

'1!}

1

°"

~...,

$\I

The null hypothesis would be rejected when Sig. (2-tailed) or p-value
was less than a or 0.05.
Ho4

There 1s no

significant

relationship

between

performance

management and employees' job satisfaction, in terms of pay, coworkers and type of wo rk.
Ha..

There

is

a

signifi cant

relationship

between

performance

management and employees ' job satisfaction, in terms of pay, coworkers and type of work.
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Table 4.17 Relationship between peli·ormancc management and employees' job
satisfaction
r------------ ~ --- ·-· --,----------·- ·--------···· ·

Performance Management
Pearson
Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)

Pay

.300**

.000

Co-workers

.418**

.000

Type of work

.000

Employees' job sati fa

.000

and job satisfaction was 0.514, and its p-value was 0.000, which wa less than the
.

.

.

level of significanc of 0.05 as shown in table 4.17. Therefore, the
was rejected.

~

hypothesis

implied that there was a significant corre ation between

performance management and overall job satisfaction at the * oderate positive

'

~'"°s t c c 969
correlation. The higher perfOnna~Jlfjii'ti?i~ ilfu~
to occur.
For pay factor, the correlation coefficients between the performance
management and pay variable were 0.300, and the p-values were 0.000, which was
less than the significance level of 0.05 as shown in table 4.17.

Thus, the null

hypothesis of these two factors was rejected. It implied that there was a significant
relationship between performance management and pay at the nearly moderate
positive correlation level.

This meant that the higher performance management
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tended to be higher when the pay was higher as well. It shows that the company
lacks of effective performance system toward pay.
For co-workers factor, the p-value was equal to 0.000, which \vas less
than the 0.05 significance levels, so, the null hypothesis was rejected. It implied
that there was a significant relationship between performance management and coworkers.

And the correlation coefficient between the performance management

and co-workers was 0.418 as shown in table 4. 17. Thus, the level of correlation fell
in the moderate positive

employees' n ee

c0rrel~ ~ 'F~'i:\

as that the higher the

be educated more about performance

an agement.

In terms of type of work factor, since the p-value was lqu~l to 0.000
and was less
implied that

=

th~e

0.05 significance levels, the null hypothesis was rejected. It

ther~ a significant relationship between performa

c'.:jnanagement

and type of work. A~he correlation coefficient of these two fa~tors was equal to
0.410 as shown in

moderate positive

table~ ~he S(tveCciflct)r!ielation h ~alien

'~CJn

correlation,

°"' ~ o'-\I

in t he nearly

figf:ili~ ~i) t>tlie higher the performance
Do'

management, the higher type of work agreement occurred. This indicates to the
company that employees are not sure that the type of work they do would add any
value to them.
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4.8 Relationship between management approaches and employees' job
satisfaction

The Bivariate Correlation (Pearson Correlation) test was still used in
provmg whether there was a significant relationship between the management
approaches and job satisfaction or not. The correlation coefficient result acquiring
from this test could be used to explain whether a suitable management approach

(2-tailed) or p-value
was less than a or 0.05.

~

,A

betwee1~anagement
Ha

=

Table 4.18

l1ere

is

a

significant

*

,.....

approaches and job satisfaction.
relationship

between

VINCIT

0
Rclation~p ~h~n 6ia.Wgc1:[ci)Nip15r~chci
I\!
satisfaction ?~,,,,
ca.°'
\I

~nagement

*

Employees' Job Satisfaction

Management approaches

Pearson
Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)

.631 **

.000

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
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From table 4 .18, since the p-value was equal to 0. 000 being less than the
0.05 levels of significance, thus, the null hypothesis was rejected.

This

meant that there was a significant relationship between management
approaches and job satisfaction. Moreover, as the correlation coefficient of
these two main variables was equal to 0.631, which had fallen in the

moderate positive correlation level. This was concluded as having a suit of

LABOR

VINCIT
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CHAPTERS
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOM

\
f organizational

This resea1'0b study investigated
culture and

m~ement

approaches with employees' job

sa~action

in TA

.,:.
~
,.....

-

Orange, Thail ano

.'b

5.1 Summary 1offli'indings

•

Since the mobile

Thailand is becomin~very competitive and expanding rapidly, f1he mobile phone
companies have

encoun~ dJ..~requitemcfnt 6fchi'ggpr ip~~,10f human resources

to meet that growth.

-,~,,,fJ

Do'

fY

~

\I

There are ~mt~~~'@fers experienced in this field in

search of better salary prospects, a better work environment and an opportunity
to grow. However, there were contented employees who remain working with the
companies because of the satisfaction they have with their co-workers, pay, type
of jobs, management styles or the companies. The following results are based on
the research questions.
1. What are the employees' perceptions about management approaches in terms

of management by objectives and performance management?
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The average mean score on management by objectives was 3.4630 and
performance management was 3 .9104. The overall weight mean was 3.66872,
which means that they agreed with the management approaches the company uses.
2. What are the employees' perceptions about organizational cultures in terms of

role culture and power culture?
The average mean score on role culture was 3 .8573 while power
The
overall weight of the mea
3. Is there a

significEi,r~elationship between role culture ~~ satisfaction

between role cu ure and job satisfaction in a moderate positive !eve .

=

coITelation coeJ1Cient value was 0.443 and its p-value was 0.000

in

he overall

~ich is

less

than the level on1 nificant of 0.05. Thus, the null hypothesis wa
4. Is there a

signific~t

relationship between power culture and ~ b satisfaction in
~P=' ofwAfi€S~ 969

'~en
sho~:lt~t
Do'

The research result

~~

:J.~V
@rf' is no significant relationship
,y

between power culture and overall employees' job satisfaction because the pvalue was greater than the level of significance of 0.05; therefore the null
hypothesis was accepted.
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5. Is there a significant relationship between management by objectives and
employees' job satisfaction in terms of pay, co-workers and type of work?
The overall research result shows that there is a significant relationship

between management by objective and the employees' job satisfaction in a
moderate positive level.
6. Is there a significant relationship between performance management and

between performanci
positive level.

nagement and employee's job

satis.~a~n

in a moderate

~
Q.
· emographic profile of the respondents, 59.6% of

percentage in educ~i-onal level were bachelor's degree ho:l~rs, fo llowed by
master's degree holders. ".Qh s~ll~l"gf0tfp wi(h<i\:~

':191

the vocational school certifi cate

Do'

fY

fio~ui~ ~r~

lo..ie P etlucational level was

~

a total of 307 respondents, 148

respondents did not mention the departments they work for. This is the biggest
group compared to the departments mentioned in the questionnaire. Most of them
had three to five years working experience.
Four hypotheses proposed in chapter three were the focus of the study.
The list of four hypotheses, a ·summary of the statement of each hypothesis and
results from the analysis are presented below.
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Hypothesis 4:

There is a significant relationship between performance

management and employees' job satisfaction in terms of pay, co-workers and type
of work.
The result shows that there is a significant relationship between
performance management and employees' job satisfaction in a moderate positive
level. Therefore, the organization has to develop their performance management
system and educate employees of how this will benefit them. The better the
performance management system the higher empfoyees' job satisfaction.

5.3 Discussion and Recommendations
It is in,iportant to remember while looking at the fin'dings that TA
Orange is a comp any operating in a highly dynamic industry. The fact that there
has been a merger also impacts on the culture of the organization. Thee seemed to
be a stronger relationship between role culture and satisfaction, rafher than power
culture and satisfaction. One of the reasons for thi s is that Tb's staff work is
mostly of the routine type where power culfure has little.futpact.
The findi ngs show a si-gnificant relationship between performance
management and job satisfaction. This can be explained by the fact that
·- ·· · ·····---~ ·-~~-

....-· .

··-~ - ., -· -~ ··-···

.... .

.

performance management systems have a direct impact on the day to day
performance of each employee. It is not surprising that MBO has a moderate
positive correlation with satisfaction. MBO requires that there be a high level of
coordination between the managers in each department and each subordinate. This
sort of coordination is still lacking in TA Orange. The basically Thai way of
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managing performance and goals, and the formal relationships in the company,
still need to be developed for a foller application of MBO.
As these findin gs are to be handed over to management of TA Orange,
some recommend ations are suggested by the researcher:
The company should be aware that not every employee has the
knowledge on performance management and management by objectives. The
company should provide the required knowledge to provide greater understanding
of how it works, how MB O can be beneficial ~ erp Cl1nd how to make use of it.
T his w ill increase perception of employees on management

pr aches better. As

stated before, TA operates in a highly dynamic environment. p \lery tim e the
company changes the policies or set up new objectives, the superior needs to
inform subordinates because one obj~ctive of MBO is sharing the same objective
to achieve the goals. Certain major issues related to communication wi ll need to
be addressed.
TA Orange Company need not be overly concerned.. with t he overall
organization chart as the 'stru.cture is cfear enough tQ all within the company.

-

"'-

Nonetheless, each employee's role, job description and to what extent their role
impacts others, need to be taken care of.

When employees understand clearly

about their role they will know straight away where they are and to what extent
they are linked to others. This can reduce conflict among co-workers too because
sometimes they unintentionally over-step the line of authority. Having the clear
job description also increases the productivity of the task unde1taken .
From the researcher' s observation, the company should try to increase
the power distribution that exists in the organization. Too much of power in a
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few hands will not lead to job satisfaction. The company should mention in the
policy that superior have to delegate authority to subordinates. With the emphasis
on younger workers who are highly educated, TA Orange needs to empower them
so that they stay long and can contribute their talents. For this, managers will
need to liberate their way of thinking and allow subordinates to handle problerns
to a ce1tain extent.
TA Orange states that they w:ctice MBO, yet this is still not clear if
one observes the day

to ~ •

ttnns. l!ThR

nl:/;11

nf the company should

lsure that it is useful to the comp<C,_ 'it is, a lot more
training needs t~ given to managers and subordinates alike. For eifective MBO,
goals need to

;plOre specific and measurable. The company

h~ provide a

training session ror employees on goal-setting, so they will have m1re_knowledge

~

a.RIEL.

~

The ~pany should provide knowledge to e~ees before
improving some a ~ects of the performance managemen*

It seerns that

per£;;ao.ce$rt~~gm&t~fils perft~-Q)ce appraisal. There
- kHow t\
are many other processes that ~"'
they hla?tfo
before getting to performance
employees understand

appraisal such as performance diagnosis, coaching and feedback

Only when

people have knowledge on this, then they can improve it.
Both independent variables, if constantly supervised and redeveloped
would lead to higher employee satisfaction, which is the main goal on the level of
staff organizational relationship.
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5.4 Recommendations for Further Research
This study has focused only on one organization, TA Orange Company.
Further research is recommended in the following areas: ·
I. Research is needed on other factors that impact the job satisfaction of
employees. For example, the job design and environmental factors may
also have a strong impact on job satisfaction.
2. Research is needed for testing dif.1erences in gender and education and job
satisfaction, since
those who

p~e

st elecl>mmunicattoo workers are female and are

' at least a bachelors degree.

3. Further studj,es are needed to compare job satisfaction i,n Q,ther telecom
firms, esµe,cially Thai-owned ones such as Shin Corporation.

:E

=
fA

~
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Please complete the questionnaire below according to your perceptions on those
questions. The purpose of this questionnaire is for conducting research only and all
the response will be kept confidential.

Part I: Personal Data

1. Age

0 20-25

0 26-30

0 31-35

2. Gender

,.,
.)

.

0
0

Vocational S9)00l

LABOR

VINCIT

0 Bachelor Degre~
0 Master Degree
4. Work Experience

0 Below 1 year
0

1 - 2 years

0 3 - 5 years
0 6 - 8 years
0 9 - 11 years
0 More than 11 years

IA

0

~,,.

*

s I N c E l 9 6 9 ~@
$~~

,,,,o.

a.-

fY

C118iJ'il

"It Gabriefs Library~ Au

5. Department

D Marketing
0

Accounting and Finance

0 Sales
0 General administration

0 Personnel
0 Others

Part II: Individual Characteris i 'S \ "

ER S / 't_

Please make an "x" on t~~ mber that best describe your perce,.....,t,,i_ ........

Scale
I

Interpretatio1~

= Strongly Disag

2 =Disagree

3 = Undecided

4 =Agree

e

Q.

:e

~
~

,.....

:>

5 = Strongly Agre' / )
Role Culture

3. I know what the organization expect from me

4. I understand the my role very well
5. I do follow the organization rules

.'b

~

1

2

3

4

5

-···

Power Culture

1

2

·--· ---~,.--------

5

4

3

-·-

I. Only key persons in my organization can make a decision
-·

I 2. I am happy if I don' t have to make any major decision for my
i work
·
3. People in my organization separate in to many group depends
according to their mutual interest
.
4. The internal politics in my organization is high

1

-

- --

-~-

~- --

I
---·--r·--

~

" ~-·---

--- ~

-

5. I usually dominant by my boss

Performance Management

2

3

4

5

---TPerformance manage1 · ~ helps me to do the job better

·2~ It is good to have 61~n--o;-1e_1_n_e-et-in_g_w_it_h_1_n_y_

_ _ _~----+--+----+--- ·-· ··---·--

superior/subordinate :egularly to discuss about the work
3. I have periodicail'l-y~eview and discuss with tny
superior/subordinat~0f the problem and w hat has been done
4. Using of performa nce appraisal giving me the opportunity to
develop
5. Feedback from ~r ormance evaluation helps me to know my
level of performance
VINCIT

S'NCE 069

.""~

2. My supervisor usually make me participate in setting the
objectives
3. We have concrete plan of action to accomplish our company's
o_~jectives

4. My supervisor allows me to make decisions on my work
5. I can work in any way I like as long as I accomplish the goal

1

2

3

4

5

1

Pay

-·

3

2

4

5

--·

1. I am satisfied with my salary
---.---

2. The salary I get is fair enough compared with my skills
-------

....

-~-

~--··-··----·

- --· --·-·-

3. The fringe benefits is the most impoitant factor for me
-

..

Co-Workers

1

2

~-·~·

3

4

··-

5

1. I am happy with my co-workers

f

l

Ty)~e of Work
1. I like my job
2. The job I do gi tes ne an opportunity to develop in my career
Hth

3. I choose to work ·

he area I am good at

VINCIT

l.------------------,,-----,---------11r---~~-~~-
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Part I: Persona) Data
l.

fll~

0 20-25

D

26-30

D 31-3s
D 36-40
D 4o ll~t11 t1
2.

l'l'H'f

0 9fli'.J
D '\1 t\]-i
"

,),

;;::::~rnmflnri1

D
D
D
D
4

)J1it'.JlJfff11:11Yl '

lt'.J

1l5fYtJ!ll'ls
tl~ ruru1 i Vl
""

1h:::tr unirnlm'.iViN111

LABOR

D ll1ni1 1 ·11
D 1- 21J
D 3- s1l
D 6·- s1J
D9--111'J
D

11J

l.l1nni1 i

5. li1.:i11Jhrnr-nrn

D flU\llftl~
0 lJ11J1i1ta::::rns i'~1J
D 'U1v
D fi'.irWn~1 hl
1

D

tJflfl1:1

D 1'l. . lJ 1 '.i:t:lj _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Part TI : Individual Characteri.stics
~oA
,..J
d•
r.1
l'cH>O'Ylllf\'.jfNHlJltJ X Mtl'W 'lft1'l'Yll1l'.i ·:JnlJf'l11l..Jl1-i 'WYll'UlJln'l'l ~Vl
QJ

mmJil.:i i>.i1ih1'f1'1uoci1-:iE.:i
2

lrnwti.:i 'hjn'hJ'f1'1t1

3

mnv6'1 'himih

4

5

Role Culture

1

2

3

4

5

Power Culture

1 2

3

4

5

I

Performance Management
1.

',slw

..,.

nlJ1J'.i'\11'.iflM11J {perform:ince management) 'lnrJ

o

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

'J ,,_.,

'11~1Ji'll'll 1 J ~Wl'U'l.J

2. 111t1 t~ f.l 'l~~ii rm flCJfi1191'1~ rl ii11im1'1111il·rn111'.i D\) mfo.:i tfi u111'11m1'\Jl'Hrn1~

~i1tlu 1h:::~1

Management by Objectives
1. i'.)mrn 11rnmm'llo.:inuvi1-i"1~111lJ1v i u m ·. n lfi1Wi..:i1i1~r11 il o-u n 11
..

----,,-------..--

.

2. 1'.fT11if1 '\JM Ifi.1lJn11:::'l1fU'U'iJ trl t l j 11J l 1Jnl 'j 9l..i19lfl 1h :::ff-.lft'\Jfl 'l..JllJI rl'lJ\'J

..

3. 1'l1i111Hi.i.:i1u~~~1vu~~v:::'Munn1'vimJ1::l'l'~fl'IJ6'ltJ5llYl
4.

11'1111hutN iti.i1'11't1

"lt '1u iu tn'j9i'9lRi.i 1~n~o..i..i1i.i~n11~uc1

.

5. ~hi ll::'l'i1.ni.i11iimrni~'ll.,ouriv\'o..im ·H11{11~lJ1v'UtMU~liY1

S
'l.G

p..6RIEL.
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Pay

1. nmH) 1t1nrn~u 1~fl\J'Uv..in'W

I

Co-Workers
I.

nm1t1l;i n u1Vlt1t1'11lJ..i1u'\JtN!l'u
1

2 . 1Y70 1d11J..Jl 1J 'lJ'cNUU 1'11'm11J~1JJiJC> h1m'.il~l..Jl1JilhrnciH~

1

"">
o
_..dct
,
~
A
,
,
o
"' ~ o
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Type of Work

1
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2.
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Library, An

2

3

4

5

